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Early Mover Appears Poised to Dominate One of North
America’s Most Critical Industries

Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) Has Emerged as the New “Gold
Standard” in Covert Threat Detection

Patriot One’s Xtract.ai Division Secures $975,000 Contract for Department of National Defense

The ever-increasing threat of violent activities has changed our world forever.

With multiple mass murders at our schools, live concert events, shopping malls, theaters and other venues…the question is

asked over and over:

How can we ensure safety at these venues without turning them into fortresses that terrify the general public and
intrude on citizens’ civil liberties?

One rapidly-growing company – whose advisory team includes some of the most respected names in the intelligence and

security communities – has moved quickly to address the spread of violent threats.

Most importantly, this company has developed an effective – yet unobtrusive – multi-sensor platform that is

commanding the attention of major corporations and municipalities.
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That company is Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF), a Toronto-based company whose multi-

sensor threat detection platform is ready for deployment after years of careful �ne tuning.

Patriot One Technologies’ PATSCAN™ Multi-Sensor Covert Threat Detection Platform is a next generation security solution.

The PATSCAN™ platform is designed to covertly detect active weapons, explosive and chemical hazards before they can be

used in a potentially tragic event.

The fully-integrated platform leverages arti�cial intelligence machine learning technology to power a layered threat

detection network of advance sensors which can be tailored to any unique security environment.

Patriot One Technologies Offers an Early Mover Advantage in this Rapidly Growing Market

Unfortunately, the growing number of threats we have seen in our world has led to rapid growth in the security and threat

detection industries.

In fact, according to a report published by MarketsandMarkets, the threat detection systems market is projected to grow

from US $48.38 billion in 2015 to US $119.17 billion by 2022.

Many companies are now looking to enter this space – and rushing to develop threat detection solutions as quickly as

possible.
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But thanks to several critical advantages, Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) appears to offer the

best chance for large-scale success in this industry.

These critical advantages include…

* Early Mover Advantage: Patriot One Technologies has brought to market a disruptive, cost-effective security solution –

its PATSCAN™ platform – years ahead of competitors who are now scrambling to catch up.

* Hall of Fame Level Advisory Board: Patriot One is being led by some of the most respected experts in the intelligence

and security communities, including Former U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge…retired Vice Admiral Bob

Harward (former Deputy Commander of the U.S. Central Command)…Karl Wagner (former senior officer in the U.S.

Intelligence Community)…and outgoing President of Johnson Controls Canada William Maginas.

* High-Pro�le Partnerships Already in Place: The company’s current partners programs includes the likes of Cisco

Solutions Partner Program (Nasdaq: CSCO), and Startup with IBM Program (NYSE: IBM). Other key partners include Raytheon

(NYSE: RTN), Johnson Controls International (NYSE: JCI),Westgate Las Vegas, Ginter Electrical, Cramer Security, the University

of North Dakota …and more.

Patriot One Technologies Has Assembled the Very Best Innovations – Wrapped Up in One
Solution

The company’s rapid growth is thanks to its multi-sensor approach to threat detection and its employment of game-

changing arti�cial intelligence.

Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) has assembled the “best of the best” innovations in threat

detection. The company’s PATSCAN™ platform includes four unique types of sensors: microwave radar, magnetic resonance,

object recognition video technology and chemical sensing for explosive detection.

The company brings those four sensors together in its multi-sensor threat detection platform so that they can be deployed

covertly and unobtrusively – without interfering in the daily lives of citizens or threatening their civil liberties.

Patriot One Technologies Offers Next Generation Covert Threat Detection

* Integrates layers of diverse sensor technologies…

* Deters, detects and defends against active threats before they occur…

* Cost-effective network uses cognitive learning software…

* Secures perimeters from parking lots to building interiors.
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Patriot One Technologies’ multi-sensor PATSCAN™ platform detects threats in real time, generates alerts and gets
those alerts to the appropriate places in order to prevent incidents of violence.

And Patriot One Technologies has taken great care to ensure that its multi-sensor platform does not capture or store

personal data…and it does not use controversial facial-recognition technology.

This is critical because Patriot One is committed to providing a solution that offers innovative threat detection without

violating the privacy and civil liberties that are so important to American citizens.

Arti�cial Intelligence is the “Secret Sauce” Powering the Patriot One Technologies Multi-
Sensor Platform

As you might expect, the company’s PATSCAN™ multi-sensor threat detection platform generates an enormous amount of

data – in a very short period of time.

That makes the analysis of the data critical to the success of the platform – and this area is one where Patriot One

Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) has recently taken signi�cant steps forward.

In September 2019, Patriot One Technologies acquired XTRACT Technologies – a company led by a team of leading-edge

AI developers – to bring this expertise in arti�cial intelligence and machine learning to the Patriot One staff.

XTRACT had previously developed and successfully implemented solutions for military, government, industrial,

environmental and transportation clients. Equally importantly, XTRACT’s engineers and data scientists possess security

clearance to work on government defense projects.

By adding the expertise and experience of the XTRACT team, Patriot One Technologies has ensured the enhanced

strength of algorithms it uses to interpret the data that comes from its hardware.

These algorithms are the “secret sauce” of the Patriot One solution – and they are what differentiates Patriot One

Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) from other, pure hardware-oriented companies in the space.

Patriot One Technologies’ PATSCAN™ Platform is Now Being Deployed Throughout North
America

Patriot One Technologies has partnered with a number of industry giants, including Cisco Systems (Nasdaq: CSCO) and

Johnson Controls International (NYSE: JCI).
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In addition, the company recently announced that its platform is being installed with its �rst Major League Baseball team,

the Cincinnati Reds, at Great American Ballpark in Cincinnati.

And the company’s PATSCAN™ multi-sensor threat detection platform has also been selected as the security technology

partner for Bleutech Park Las Vegas, a $7.5 billion Las Vegas Mini-City project that will be the world’s �rst net-zero, smart,

connected and safe city.

Patriot One Technologies is Led by an Experienced Team of Counter-Terrorism Experts

When considering any potential investment, it’s critical to evaluate the strength of the leadership team responsible for

guiding a company’s success. In the case of Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF), that leadership

team includes some of the world’s foremost experts in the areas of counter-terrorism, con�ict resolution and

government/corporate interface.

Martin Cronin – CEO & President – Mr. Cronin is an expert in counter-terrorism, con�ict resolution, and

government/corporate interface. His career includes over twenty years’ experience of international

diplomacy with the British Government.

Phil Lancaster – SVP Business Development & Government Relations – Mr. Lancaster

has had an extensive career in law enforcement. As a former British police officer, he

brings years of experience working internationally in VIP close protection, as well as

service in British Overseas Territories.

William Maginas – Director, outgoing President of Johnson Controls Canada, is an accomplished Senior

Executive and Thought Leader with more than 20 years of success across the commercial building,

construction, technology, security, energy, and environmental solutions industries. Throughout his

executive career, Mr. Maginas has held leadership positions with Johnson Controls and Honeywell.

Jeff Tindale – SVP Capital Markets – Mr. Tindale has over 20 years in private capital and investor

consulting and advisory services to high-growth companies across various sectors and is experienced in

corporate governance, �nance, mergers and acquisitions.

Dr. James Stewart PhD – SVP Video Analytics – A social entrepreneur experienced in cybersecurity and

law enforcement, Mr. Stewart has been delivering software and data science solutions for 20 years.
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Dr. Paul Rice PhD – SVP Engineering & Radar Systems – Mr. Rice has over 15 years of international

experience working in technical and management roles with start-up companies in the

security sector.

Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) has assembled an advisory

board that includes some of the world’s foremost experts in the areas of counter-terrorism, con�ict resolution and

government/corporate interface, including…

* Governor Tom Ridge served as Chairman of Ridge Global and served as the �rst U.S. Secretary of

Homeland Security, Governor of Pennsylvania and Member of the U.S. House of Representatives from

Pennsylvania.

* Rt. Vice Admiral Bob Harward, a retired United States Navy SEAL and a former Deputy

Commander of the United States Central Command. Mr. Harward is currently the Chief

Executive for Lockheed Martin in the Middle East.

* Karl Wagner served as a senior officer in the US Intelligence

Community, with expertise in leading diverse, enterprise-level teams

globally. A subject matter expert in counter-intelligence and counter-

terrorism.

* Ward Elcock is a former Deputy Minister for Public Safety with Canadian Federal Government,

responsible for �ve law enforcement and security agencies, including RCMP, CSIS and Corrections Canada.

1) Be Part of the Solution – Our society is plagued by acts of violence on its citizens – including innocent

schoolchildren. Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) offers you the opportunity to invest in a

�rm at the forefront of covert weapon detection designed to help prevent these violent acts.

2) Invest in a Global Leader – Patriot One Technologies is that global leader with a mission to be the

world’s foremost proponent and provider of innovative covert threat detection and counter terrorism solutions and

services for general public safety.

3) Cost-Effective, Covert, Easy-to-Deploy Solutions – Patriot One Technologies’ PATSCAN™ family

of threat detection solutions systems are among the most cost-effective – the easiest to deploy – and starting to roll

out into the marketplace today. This makes Patriot One Technologies an attractive option for more than 9,000

quali�ed reseller and end-user client leads.
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4) Next Generation Arti�cial Intelligence – Patriot One Technologies’ PATSCAN™ Multi-Sensor Covert

Threat Detection Platform provides a network of advanced sensor technologies with powerful next generation

AI/machine learning software. Each solution in the platform can be deployed covertly and identi�es weapons, related

threats or disturbances for immediate security response.

5) An Impressive Portfolio of Clients and Partners – Patriot One Technologies has already

assembled an impressive list of clients and partners, covering an array of both private and public interests. This list

includes partners like IBM (NYSE: IBM), Cisco Systems (NYSE: CSCO), Raytheon Company (NYSE: RTN) and

Johnson Controls International (NYSE: JCI). This vast array of clients and partners is testament to the company’s

strong – and growing – reputation as well as the impressive reputation its security solutions have gained in the

market.

6) Expert Leadership Team – Patriot One Technologies, Inc. (TSX: PAT); (OTCQX: PTOTF) is led by a team

that includes some of the world’s foremost experts in the areas of counter-terrorism, con�ict resolution and

government/corporate interface.

7) Solutions…Not Just Technology – The team at Patriot One Technologies is committed to helping their

clients achieve success and prevent violent acts. That’s why the company offers more than just “off-the-shelf”

technology. Instead, Patriot One works closely with its clients and their on-site staff and remains engaged to support

in the design of policies and procedures to neutralize potential threats in advance.

 

i https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/threat-detection-system.asp
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